Dare Me
by Eric Devine
When Ben and his buddies create daredevil
Internet videos that go viral, a mysterious
source offers to fund the stunts but begins to
make increasingly dangerous demands of the
boys until it threatens to become more than
Ben can take.

Bright Lights, Dark Nights
by Stephen Emond
Walter’s first love, Naomi, happens to be
African American, so when Walter's
policeman father is caught in a racial
profiling scandal, the teens' bond and
mutual love of the Foo Fighters may not
be enough to keep them together
through the pressures they face.

All American Boys
by Jason Reynolds & Brendan Kiely

When I Was the Greatest
by Jason Reynolds

When Rashad is mistakenly accused
of stealing, classmate Quinn
witnesses his brutal beating at the
hands of a police officer who happens
to be the older brother of his best
friend. Told through alternating
viewpoints.

Ali lives in a Brooklyn neighborhood known
for guns and drugs, but he, his sister, Jazz,
and their neighbors, Needles and Noodles,
stay out of trouble until they go to the wrong
party, where one gets badly hurt and
another leaves with a target on his back.

Serpent King
by Jeff Zentner
The son of a Pentecostal preacher faces
his personal demons as he and his
outcast friends try to make it through their
senior year of high school in Forrestville,
Tennessee without letting the small-town
culture destroy their creative spirits and
sense of self.
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Snow Job
by Charles Benoit
Nick has created the perfect list of rules
for remaking his life. But meeting darkeyed Dawn, hanging out with teen thug
Zod, and making illegal deliveries are
nowhere on that list. Small steps lead to
an avalanche of consequences as one
boy attempts to take charge of his
destiny.

We All Looked Up
by Tommy Wallach

Orbiting Jupiter
by Gary D. Schmidt

The lives of four high school seniors
intersect weeks before a meteor is set
to pass through Earth's orbit, with a
66.6% chance of striking and
destroying all life on the planet.

Jack tells the gripping story of
Joseph, who joins his family as a
foster child. Damaged in prison,
Joseph wants nothing more than to
find his baby daughter, Jupiter, whom
he has never seen.
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Noggin
by John Corey Whaley

Bone Gap
by Laura Ruby

After dying at age 16, Travis Coates'
head was removed and frozen for five
years before being attached to
another body, and now the old Travis
and the new must find a way to coexist
while figuring out changes in his
relationships.

18 year old Finn, an outsider in his
quiet Midwestern town, is the only
witness to the abduction of town
favorite Roza, but his inability to
distinguish between faces makes it
difficult for him to help with the
investigation, and subjects him to even
more ridicule and bullying.

Reality Boy
by A.S. King

Challenger Deep
by Neal Shusterman

An emotionally damaged 17 year old
boy in Pennsylvania, who was once an
infamous reality television show star,
meets a girl from another dysfunctional
family, and she helps him out of his
angry shell.

Caden is on a ship that's headed for the
deepest point on Earth: Challenger
Deep, the southern part of the Marianas
Trench. Caden is a brilliant high school
student whose friends are starting to
notice his odd behavior. Caden is torn.

Proxy
by Alex London
Privileged Syd and and his proxy, Knox,
are thrown together to overthrow the
system

Eye of Minds
by James Dashner
Michael is a skilled internet gamer in
a world of advanced technology.
When a cyber-terrorist begins to
threaten players, Michael is called
upon to seek him and his secret's out.

Thanks For the Trouble
by Tommy Wallach
Parker hasn't spoken since he watched
his father die 5 years ago. He
communicates through writing on slips
of paper and keeps track of his
thoughts by journaling. Parker has little
interest in school, his classmates, or
his future. But everything changes
when he meets Zelda.

Winger
by Andrew Smith

Two years younger than his
classmates at a prestigious boarding
school, 14 year old Ryan Dean West
grapples with living in the dorm for
troublemakers, falling for his female
best friend who thinks of him as just
a kid, and playing wing on the Varsity
rugby team with some of his
frightening new dorm-mates.
Fake ID
by L.R. Giles
An African-American teen in the
Witness Protection Program moves to
a new town and finds himself trying
to solve a murder mystery when his
first friend is found dead.

The Living
by Matt de la Peña
After an earthquake destroys
California and a tsunami wrecks the
luxury cruise ship where he is a
summer employee, high schooler Shy
confronts another deadly surprise.

The Unlikely Hero of Room 13B
by Teresa Toten

The Crossover
by Alexander Kwame

Adam not only is trying to understand
his OCD, while trying to balance his
relationship with his divorced parents,
but he's also trying to navigate
through the issues that teenagers
normally face, namely the perils of
young love.

14 year old twin basketball stars Josh
and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows
on and off the court as their father
ignores his declining health.

